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Get more pictures, stories and Aggie perspective on the historic
inauguration from Washington, D.C. and events on campus.

Taylor-James nets 1000th career point;
Lady Aggies storm back from
15-point second half deficit to keep
M EAC win streak alive
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FOOTBALL

OBAMA INAUGL

Lee returns
to A&T as
head coach
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

PHOTO BY CHUCKKENNEDY • MCT
Malia
hisside
the
U.S.
Sasha,
D.C.,
by
Capitol in Washington,
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA takes theoath as the 44th U.S. president with his wife, Michelle, and daughters,
and
at
on Tuesday,January 20,2009.

The North Carolina A&T athletics department
announced the signing ofAlonzo Lee Friday as
the Aggies head football coach,
replacing interim George Ragsdale who was also in contention
for the full time position after
serving as an assistant
Lee's hiring marks the 17th
head coach in A&T history, and
also his second stint with the
Aggies after formerly serving
as their defensive coordinator
Lee
six seasons ago.
The former Aggies assistant
spent the last three seasons as the defensive coordinator at Morgan State University, aiding a team
that allowed less than 350 yards oftotal offense
a game.

In the past two seasons, Lee's team has been
ranked in the top two in the Division I Football
Championship Subdivision.
� See COACH on Page 8

Barack Obama sworn in as the 44th U.S. president
cancelled, I thought it was over. I

MALCOLM S. EUSTACHE

called Mr. Baker and he said we're
still going to have it. I think that if
we would have had a normal school
day we would have had a lot more
people, but I was satisfied with

Managing Editor

mnd we will transform our
schools and colleges and universities to meet the demands ofa new
age. All this we can do. And all this
we will do." - President Barack
Obama, Inaugural Address
One day after the country celebrated the 80th birthday ofMartin
Luther King Jr., the world watched
as the United States of America
swore in its 44th President, Barack
Hussein Obama. He is the first African-American president in the nation's 233-year history.
"I feel like God is truly amazing," said Miss A&T Tanisha Fordham. "Our president is a blessing
and I believe that we have witnessed
a change - a beautiful change."
"It feels great," said SGA PresidentMarcus Bass. " I think for a lot
ofus the election was the big breaking point. But in his [Inaugural]
speech, he really spoke to all Americans. Something that we forget as
African-Americans is that we aren't
the only people who know struggle.
Struggle is the American story."
As that American story turns its
page to the next chapter, Aggies
made sure that they left their mark.
The journey that many Aggies
took with President Obama began
in 2007 while attempting to get an
entire campus registered to vote for

ONLINE
INAUGURATION
COVERAGE
Keep up with America's historic
inauguration with pictures, stories
and more from Register reporters
online

www.ncatregister.com

'Machine'gears
up for band
battle in Atlanta

turnout."

PHOTO BY ALEX WONG • POOL/MCT
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA delivers his inagural address after taking the oath as the 44th U.S. President at the
U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C.,Tuesday, January 20,2009.

the primaries. Included in that journey were dorm storms, marches,
speeches from Jay-Z, Russell Simmons, and Kevin Liles, and one of
the largest political demonstrations
in A&T history with the Election
Watch Party and the unforgettable
celebration that followed.
The culmination of what has
been nearly a two-year quest for
President Obama and Aggies alike

theYARD
MLK DAY WITH
EXTRA MEANING
This year's Martin Luther King
Day celebrations locally took
on special meaning with history
looming just one day after.

was an Inauguration Watch Party
in Stallings Ballroom inside of the
Memorial Student Union hosted by
A&T's College Democrats. Despite
the snowfall and the cancellation
of classes, the event was a relative
success.

"I think that it went really well,"
said Tasha Marshall, President of
A&T's College Democrats. "When
I got the text that classes were

theWORD
HELLO MR.
PRESIDENT
An MLK dream was finally
revealed during the Inauguration
ceremony with Obama sworn as
the first black President.

President Obama, who spoke to
the youth in his Inaugural address
as he has so often, satisfied young
people across the globe because of
his seemingly innate understanding
oftheir perspective and his genuine
defense of their importance. College students nationwide championed his cause from volunteering
by the thousands on the streets to
befriending by the millions on Facebook. The new commander-inchief's effect on youth culture is
already apparent.
"His presidency is already affecting our culture," said Christopher Mahony, a junior mechanical
engineering major. "Kids, black in
particular, can look forward to more
than just a future in entertainment.
He's making education look cooler
than being a rap star."
Education consistently remained
one of the focal points ofPresident
Obama's entire campaign as the former U.S. Senator from Illinois vied
against his current choice for Secretary of State, Sen. Hillary Clinton
and cross-party rival Sen.

ASHLEY REID
Staff Writer

"Halftime is game time," is the very popular
quote used to explain the intensity ofthe marching bands during the halftime show.
Take the intensity of every marching band giant from each conference and put them together
in one show and you will have the Annual Honda
Battle ofthe Bands showcase.
The Honda Battle ofthe Bands originated in
2003 as program to allow HBCU marching bands
to showcase their talents. The program consists
of the invitational showcase and the celebration
tour.

The celebration tour takes place during the
months ofAugust through November duringregular football games where participating schools
are recognized and added to the ballot. The invitational showcase is the large event in January
where ten schools on the ballot are voted in to
participate.
A&T's own Blue and Gold Marching Machine
will be one ofthe ten very lucky HBCU marching
bands to showcase their talents in this year's show
this Saturday.
Dr. Kenneth G. Ruff, director ofthe University
Band, is very pleased that A&T was voted to participate in the musical showcase this year. "I'm

� SeeBANDonPage2

� See INAUGURATION on Page 5

theSCORE
AGGIES STUNG
BY DEL STATE

theSCENE
A LIL HARLEM
IN HARRISON

Delaware State didn't let the
weather or distract them from
coming into Corbett and leaving
with a 78-64 win over the Aggies

The world reknowned Dance
Theatre of Harlem brings their
unique style and grace to campus
for a special performance.
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theBLOTTER
and released for possession of

Larceny
January

16,1:30 a.m

Pride Hall
A female resident student was
cited and released for possessing
her roommates stolen camera.
The case has also been referred
to Student Affairs.
Vehicle Theft
January 15,10:45a.m
Aggie Village

A male resident student
reported person(s) unknown
removed his vehicle from the
Village 4 parking lot.
Estimated value of the stolen
vehicle is $3000. There were no
signs offorced entry and there is
a suspect.
Drug Violation

January 14,11 p.m.
Bluford Library
A male student was cited

marijuana
Library.

while at the Bluford

Traffic (Pedestrian
January 13,7 p.m.

Struck)

Benbow Road
A vehicle on Benbow Rd.
struck a male student; he suffered minor injuries and was
transported to Moses Cone Hospital for further treatment.
The Greensboro Police
Department is the investigating
agency.
Found Property
January 12, 2:30 p.m
Near Noble Hall
A male student reported
finding property; the property
was turned over to the University
Police Department and secured
into evidence.
The estimated value is $50.

WEDNESD/t

Convergence Review
Poetry Reading
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m.

Let's Make a Difference
Haley Hall
7 p.m.

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS • REGISTER

Aggie Village 5

Monday, January 19.

Classroom

MLK's legacy lives on in hearts of
students and community leaders
four different elementary
schools to serve as tutors,
mentors,reading partners, and
to

MARCUSTHOMPSON
Staff Writer

During the times of the
Civil Rights Movement, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. with
his "dream" acted as a leader
and servant of the African
American community as a
whole.
In this year however it
seems as if the dream has been

realized with the inauguration
of the first African American
president, but the students and
faculty ofA&T are continuing
to service their community in
observance of the MLK holiday.

PHOTO BY LEROYV. MIKELLIII • REGISTER
COLD STEEL plans to make noise this weekend at theHonda Battle of thebands. The Marching Machine is finally prepared torepresent Greensboroand A&T while competing fortop honors in Atlanta.

'Machine'ready for
battle in Atlanta
BAND From page 1
pretty excited because it gives
my students an opportunity to
showcase their talents," said
Ruff.
Drum major D'Javon Alston expressed great excitement
about participating in Honda for
the first time.
"It is a great honor because
I am a fifth year member in the
band, and this is my third year
as one ofthe drum majors," said
Alston. "Just seeing the growth
in members, scholarships and
the program, makes us excited,
but at the same timeready to get
it over with."
Sophomore
Euphonium
player Eric Evans said, "Everyone is excited. We're just ready
to show out and show why we
were chosen," said Evans.
The Machine endured very
long practices and frigid temperatures in preparation to introduce real Aggie Pride to the
Georgia Dome.
Ruff said practices have been
challenging due to new music,
new drills, and keeping everyone focused.
"The practices have been
very strenuous," said Alston.
"Personally, I've worked on
creating the drills this year, so
giving instructions and making
sure everyone does itright have
been

hard."

The A&T
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Overall, Ruff wants his students to have an educational
experience from not only performing themselves but from
watching the other nine bands
who will perform.
"I want my kids to have fun
and have a great experience,"
said Ruff. "Additionally I want
to get the band's name out more,
showcase our talents, and also
network."

Although the Machine could
not reveal too much information
about their show they did hint to
look out for high energy, intensity, power, crowd participation
and pure entertainment.
The Blue and Gold Marching Machine will be competing
with Texas Southern University,
Fayetteville State University,
Florida A&M University, North
Carolina Central University and
many more.
To all ofthe Aggie supporters
traveling to the Georgia Dome,
the machine simply wants your
support, work as hard as they
have and help show what Aggie Pride is all about. "We put
in a lot of hard work, time and
effort, but it is possible to be in
band and still have a life so do
not be scared, come out and bea
part ofthe legacy," said Alston.
Tickets are $10 for upper
bowl seating and $12 for lower
bowl seating. The Honda Battle
of the Bands starts Saturday at
3 p.m.

How To Be A Lady

HONORING DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING'S MEMORY members of Greensboro's chapter ofthe NAACP march ina parade tocelebrate his birth on

Throughout the day, students and staff members
worked at several different
sites all over Greensboro, including the Oak Hearst Senior
Citizen Home, the Volunteer
Center L&L Group Home,
and the Greensboro Urban Ministry Food Kitchen.
Transportation was provided
for students from the campus
to the volunteer sites by the
faculty members.
Carl Baker, director of
the Memorial Student Union
and chair of the MLK planning committee, stated that
the community service project has been an annual event
for A&T for the past seven to
eight years. Baker said that
he feels that reaching out to
the community is a key part of
student development and their
professional development as
well.

"Today is for Dr. King and
what his life was for, we feel
like it is important that we as
an HBCU get on board and
realize the dream and try to
continue to live the dream by
going out and giving," Baker
said.
Lee

lunch buddies.

Baker explained that the
MLK planning committee
tried to coordinate with as
many sites as possible in honor of King's holiday, but because it is a national holiday
it was somewhat difficult to
find places open in the community.

The Urban Ministries Food
Kitchen and Clothing Bank
have been premium sites in
the past and this year was no
different.
The turnout of volunteers
serving meals to the needy and
washing dishes was enough to
fill the building.
Oak Hearst and the L&L
Group Home have been regular sites in past years as well.
Volunteers often come to play
board games, Bingo, or cards
with the residents in both of
the sites. Baker stated that
in the past some Greek organizations have even come out
to perform some oftheir step
routines.

For first-time students, the
community service experience was somewhat awkward
but it proved to be beneficial
for them as well as the people
they came to visit in the end.
"I went to Oak Hearst and
I had fun," said Tiana Potter,
freshman theatre major from
Charlotte.

"When I first got there I
was kind of skeptical, I did
not want to go in. One thing
I learned is don't judge something just by looking at it,
because once you go in it's
a different experience. So I
enjoyed it and I plan on going
back."

"My experience at Oak

associate
director for student development and director for the
Civic and Service Education
(C.A.S.E.) program, stated
that the community service in
honor of Dr. King actually began on Friday, Jan. 16.
Morgan,

A&T students went out

Hearst was interesting," said
Cecilia McNeill, a freshman
theatre major from Charlotte.
"At first I thought it was
going to be a little boring and
I didn't know what I was going to do but there were some
people there who were really helpful and they took us

around on tours. We had fun
and played Bingo with the elders and they seemed to have
fun too. So it was alot offun
and a great experience."
Habitat Resource, which
builds houses for the homeless, is traditionally part of
A&T's annual lineup however the planning committee
was unable to get in contact
with them this year. Instead,
the final event for the MLK
program took place for the
first time at the Greensboro
Children's Museum.

Children and parents were
admitted into the museum
for free from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and more than fifty volunteers
from A&T arrived to engage
in activities with guests.
The volunteers worked at
various stations throughout
the museum ranging from
construction, costume theatre,
and arts and crafts, overseeing
activities to ensure the children's safety and enjoyment.
The volunteers apparently
enjoyed themselves as well
as they played in the activity
centers and posed for cameras with friends. Before the
end ofthe day everyone was
served free pizza in the museum party area.
"We feel this is a spiritual
year with Obama having his
inauguration tomorrow, celebrating MLK today," said

GA Aggies
Full Body Meeting
Hines Hall Room 100
7:30 p.m.

MLK Program
Harrison Auditorium

8 p.m.
Spring Colloquium Series
General Classroom Building
Room A218
3 p.m.
Dean's List Ceremony
General Classroom Building
RoomA218
4 p.m.

COE Toastmasters Meeting
McNair Hall
Faculty Lounge

4:30 p.m.
Animal Science &
Pre-Vet Club Meeting
Webb Hall Room 204
5 p.m.
Bank Of America

Information Session

Memorial Student Union

The Memorial Room
6 p.m.

The Dance Theatre of Harlem
Performance
Harrison Auditorium

7 p.m.

My President Is Black,

Now What?

Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
7:30 p.m.

Baker.

"It's just a lot for us to be
thankful for as a community
and we think that it's an opportunity for us to realize that
the dream is still alive, that
we're still making progress.
"We're not there yet but as
we bring in new students from
year to year, it's a continuous
kind of process to educate
them about what Dr. King
represented and now with
Obama, it's just what we have
as a people to contribute back
to society," Baker said.
"So it's just one thing we
do to support our students.
It's all about supporting our
students and the community
that we are apart of."

Hey Smartie Pants!
Aggie Suites F
3rd Floor Lobby

7 p.m.
Blue & Gold Ball
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
7:25 p.m.

Oasis II: Need Jesus?
Well, Why Wait?

Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7:30 p.m.

Girls vs. Boys

Aggie Suites F
3rd Floor Lobby

8 p.m.

ATURD/

Get free publicity for
your campus events!
events@ncatregister.com
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Elementary Education
Majors Meeting
New School of Education Building
Room 160
8:30 p.m.
Gospel Choir
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
10 a.m.
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Resident Hall Association plans eventful Spring semester
CHRISTIN HOPE
Contributor

Dorm's Residence Hall Association (RHA) says that residents should look forward to an
exciting spring semester full of

25

events

Peer Mentor Staff Meeting
Memorial Student Union

Room 214
5 p.m.

Academic Empowerment
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m.

26

Every semester, the members
of RHA meet to plan for activities for their residents. With
plenty of festivities even off
campus RHA stays busy to keep
things busy for us Aggies.
Getting residents from different dorms to come together
is also one of the continual
goals ofRHA for each semester.
Whether living in coed, women
only, or men only a resident can
find out what is going on for the
week by looking on the dorm's
bulletin board or doors.

place but I did it with my high apart of your hall council and
school and it's an easy way for a attend the full body meetings
spring semester.
girl to get a nice prom dress."
that take place every Thursday
RHA in David Richmond at 5:30pm in Village 2 class"Based on the events in the
crease the excitement for the past "Wild- N- Out" and the Hall, also known as Aggie Vilroom for Scott Hall residents if
residents
"Step Show" will be successlage, is also preparing for ah interested." says Grigsby.
Dorm residents should be
Haley Hall was one of the ful again this semester because eventful spring semester. VP
dorms that offered registration people say they have fun.", says of Finance of David Richmond ready for an eventful year
for voting last semester, RobRobinson. Along with the step Hall, senior Tony Grigsby says planned by their RA's for RHA.
inson says, "Last semester RAs show and "Wild- N- Out" Haley "All new events will take place With the participation of the
did a program during the elec- Hall RHA is scheduling to have this semester." Grigsby also dorms annual events that will
tion. All the female residents more movie nights, and plans says that "Wild- N- Out" and be for this spring semester '09
came together one night and to invite Murrow Hall residents the resident hall step off will be will be: "Wild- N- Out", resiwe talked about the candidates. over for a girl's night.
very successful this semester, dent hall step off and the "Mr.
Also we talked about women's
Robinson continued to exalong with the yearly Mr. and and Mrs. RHA Coronation" will
suffrage and watched a movie, plain about future events "With Mrs. RHA Coronation. Grigsby be successful events again this
we also had a table for anyone the help from Murrow Hall RHA says, "RHA is now planning for year.
who wanted to register and vote andresidents, a prom dress drive "Black Enterprise Week 2009"
If a resident on campus to
in will be held during the Spring for this spring semester".
that night."
find out more information a"bout
"We are encouraging all the future events attend the dorm
If living in a dorm one may season ofthis semester for local
remember events from last se- high school girls, they can have halls to take part in these events, meetings or look for flyers that
mester such as the annual dorm a dress for prom. This is the first every student that lives in the will be posted by your dorm's
step show and "Wild- N- Out". year that this event will take residents halls please become RHA.

<J

w

Real Entrepreneurship
Webb Hall Room 217
8 p.m.

27
Senior Meeting
General Classroom Building
Room A109
6:30 p.m.
M.A.L.E.S. Program
Memorial Student Union

The Memorial Room
8 p.m.

*J

University, Oberlin College and
Oregon State University. The
policy is a departure at the U.
CHICAGO — The University of of C, which has a no-nonsense,
Chicago, proud home ofNobel nose-in-a-book reputation.
The program won't apply to
laureates, will undertake a bold
freshmen,
and students won't
experiment in chemistry: coed
need permission from their pardorm rooms.
The pilot program allowing ents to live in "open housing."
male and female students to A letter announcing the program
sleep in the same room will start went out to parents this week.
next month. It's not intended
"In today's day and age it's
for romantic couples, but they not really fair to discriminate
won't be excluded because the based on gender anymore," said
university won't ask students Asha Woodall, 19, a sophomore
at the U. ofC. and a supporter of
why they want to live together.
The proposal was a studentthe plan. "Sexuality is more of a
led initiative, university offi- spectrum."
cials said.
Notions about sexuality and
Coed dorm rooms are al- personal choice helped propel
the program. In the university's
lowed at more than 30 campuses nationwide, but they have letter to parents, the director of
generally been socially liberal undergraduate housing said the
institutions, such as Wesleyan gender-neutral plan "allows us
SARA OLKIN

Chicago Tribune

Meet The Greeks
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
6 p.m.
i

Robinson says that these same
events will take place again this

University of Chicago introduces 'open housing'to students

ssfefe

Memorial Student Union

The Memorial Room
8 a.m.

Last semester in, Haley
Hall RHA member freshman,
Lashaunda Robinson, worked
hard with the association to in-

to meet the needs of students
for whom traditional, samesex room assignments are not

ideal."

Josh Gana, assistant director for operations and facilities with university housing at
Oregon State University, said
their "gender inclusives" program has been a great success.
Introduced in the fall of 2007,
Gana said they have more than
doubled the number of mixedgender arrangements this year.
"It's a way to accommodate
diverse lifestyles," he said. "It's
what students are demanding
more and more."

To be sure, not every student
likes the idea, and university officials are quick to point out that
students will not be assigned to
mixed-gender housing.
"Personally, I wouldn't feel

comfortable," said Anna Tenuta, a 19-year-old freshman
at the U. of C. "Changing, and
personal things in your bedroom
, I would feel more comfortable
having another woman."
Still, Tenuta said she supported letting other students
make their own choice.

Plenty of college officials
have yet to embrace the concept. Some critics say the arrangement encourages promiscuity and caters to a politically
correct handbook.

Northwestern University, for
one, does not allow men and
women to share dorm rooms.
At Tufts University in Medford,
Mass., a Boston suburb, coed
suites are fine but officials have
rejected the idea of coed dorm
rooms.
Bruce Reitman, dean of stu-

dent" affairs at Tufts, told The
Boston Globe this spring that
the concept raised practical and
moral concerns. '
Alexandra Markiewicz,

a
19-year-old sophomore at the
U. of C., said the idea isn't necessarily a racy one. Two of her
close friends, platonic friends
ofthe opposite sex, would simply make great roommates. The
pair hope to take advantage of
the new rule at some point, Markiewicz said.
D.J. Zissen, a 20-year-old
junior at Oregon State University, is spending his second year
in a residence hall that includes
gender-inclusive rooms. Last
year, he said his neighbor was

transgender going through the
process of sex reassignment and

hormone therapy. No one batted
an eye, Zissen said.

U BUILD UPON A

Enter the Black History Month

2009 Words of Wisdom:
A New Spirit of Change
essay contest presented by

Visit alltelxom/wordsofwisdom to find
out more.

Clltel
i

wireless

Alltel Retail Stores

High Point

Burlington

Reidsville
1560Freeway Dr. | (336) 348-9909

• These Retail Stores Now Open Sunday.
Asheboro
• 1214-D E. Dixie Dr. | (336) 626-0744
• 2475 S. Church St. | (336) 229-2500
Greensboro
Pisgah ChurchRd. | (336) 286-324E
•• 411-A
1603 Highwoods Blvd. | (336) 235-2312
1312-105
Bridford Pkyvy. | (336) 235-4867
•• 3121 Kathleen
Ave. | (336)292-9906

• Palladium Shop Ctr. | (336) 841-0107

•Ya™Main St. | (336) 993-3810
•

Thomasville
1033 RandolphSt. | (3361 476-0261

Winston-Salem

Summit Square Blvd. | (336) 377-2522
•• 340
536 Hanes Mall Blvd. | (336) 760-5333

Shop at a participating retailer:

Equipment & promotional offers at these
locations may vary.

Asheboro
3-D Wireless I (336) 629-9911
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 629-6363

High Point

Cellular Plus I (336) 885-5060
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 885-0084
Parcom | (336) 434-2143

Winston-Salem
ABCPhones ofNC, Inc. | (336) 768-7866
One-Stop Cellular I (336) 774-1590
All About Cellular[ (336) 794-1999

Lexington

Walmart;!'

One-Stop Cellular | (336) 627-5200
Post Office Etc. 1 (336) 623-7999

Randleman
3-D Wireless | (336) 498-6677

Proud Sponsor of:

Greensboro
CellularPlus I (336)282-1006
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 316-1020

Reidsville
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 616-1530

Burlington

CellularPlus I (336) 584-6379
One-Stop Cellular | (336) 538-1226

Clemmons
Wilson Comm. | (336) 712-3339
Eden

DauidsonComm. | (336) 238-2105

For Business & Government Accounts call 1-866-WLS-BIZZor visit alltelbusiness.com
No purchase necessary to enter or win.Must be 17orolder, a legalresident and citizen ofthe 50 United States (including the District ofColumbia), and a current,full-timestudent in good standing or a high school senior who has been accepted to a participatingcollege/university. For details, including the Official Rules and the list of participating institutions, visit www.
alltel.com/wordsofwisdom.Promotion starts January 12,2009and endsFebruary 14,2009. Sponsoredby Alttel Communications,LLC, Little Rock, AR.All product & service marksreferenced are the names, trade names, trademarks & logos of theirrespective owners.©2009 Alltel Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Live from history
One Aggie and his perspective
on Inauguration Day
DEXTER MULLINS
Assoc. Managing Editor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Amidst
the 3 a.m. crowds, cold weather, and confusion, hundreds of
thousands, and possibly even
millions ofpeople, crowded the
already packed streets of D.C.
to watch history redefine itself
at the nations Capitol.
Despite some slight confusion in he early hours, over 1
million people lined every inch
ofThe National Mall, stretching
as far back from the capitol as
the Lincoln Memorial. So many
people turned out for the event
that even a few ticket holders
ended up near the back.
Chris McLeod, junior International Studies major at North
Carolina State University, was
just one ofthe many people that
braved the crowds to catch a
glimpse at the nations first African American President.
"It was just so cold," McLeod
said with a smile on his face.

t.

mam

weather didn't seem quite as
cold as Obama's voice boomed
over the speakers and television
screens

"We are in the midst of a
crisis. ... Our nation is at war.
Our economy is badly weakened.
Our health care is too
Our schools fail too
costly.
The ways we use enmany.
ergy strengthen our adversaries
and threaten our planet," Obama

...

...
...
...

said.

"The challenges we face are
real. They are serious and they
are many. They will not be met
easily or in a short span oftime.
But know this, America, they
will be met."

Keeping to a packed schedule, the Obama's left to attend
a luncheon, and then prepare
for the Inaugural parade. Not
even 24 hours into his term, and
Obama was greeted by an unforeseeable event: Senator Ted
Kennedy had a seizure at the
luncheon, sobering the moment
ofexhilaration.

"I would be lying to you ifI
"My friend and I got up at like
3:30 a.m. and drove to the bus, did not say thatright now, a part
then took the bus to the metro, of me is with him," Obama said.
and rode the metro all the way "And I think that's true for all
down. We made good time, but of us. This is a joyous time. But
when we gotto the Capitol it was it's also a sobering time. And
about 4:30am and some of the my prayers are with him and his
entrances were already closed family and Vicki."
due to the crowds inside overDespite the setback, Obama
carried on and even walked sevwhelming the checkpoints."
After hours of long lines eralblocks ofthe parade, against
and hungry crowds, McLeod the wishes ofthe Secret Service.
As the parade came to a close,
was able to partake in the moment, along with so many other and the Obama's began to prepare for the inauguration, D.C.
people.
For the 18 minutes ofPresi- remained abuzz with the excitedent Obama's speech, the Mall ment ofthe historic occasion.
stood still as vendors stopped
Now that the parties have
selling "official" Inauguration ended, Obama's must begin the
memorabilia, cell phones ceased real work: fixing a nation in disto ring, and the 24-degree array.
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Obama's inauguration a
moment to remember
duties to ourselves, our nation,
and the world, duties that we do
not grudgingly accept but rather
John McCain. Then a presidenseize gladly, firm in the knowltial hopeful, President Obama edge that there is nothing so
vowed to improve teacher salasatisfying to the spirit, so definries and make colleges such as ing of ourcharacter, than giving
A&T more affordable.
our all to a difficult task," said
"We have a chance ofattendPresident Obama.
The irony ofthe moment being to things that haven't been
attended to in the past," said ing one day aftemhe Martin LuRosemarie Vardell, professor of ther King Day is seemingly unearly childhood development. avoidable. Many believe King,
"There's been some of that in who famously echoed about
the past, but not in such a way. his "dream", was prophesizThe message is really clear for ing about this historic moment.
students that there's nothing Others believe that there is still
you can't do."
a long way to go.
"It's tempting to say the
Though the president spoke
on education during his address, 'dream' has come true, and to
he was not forgetful of the role some degree that's right," said
offamily and individual responVardell. "But it's not all the way
there.
sibility.
"What is required of us now
What is amazing about the
is a new era ofresponsibility; hope the Obama brings is that
a recognition, on the part of we can now move withrenewed
every American, that we have energy toward the 'dream.'

INAUGURATION From page 1
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Hello Mr. President
An MLK dream is finallyrecognized as Obama becomes 44th president
Barack Obama is the 44th
President ofthe United States of

'resii

Lyndon Johnson in 1965.

America.

This moment in history is the
beginning of the realization of
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s dream, and it is even more
remarkable that it falls on the
day following his holiday.
He will be one of the most
influential presidents in history
for the simple fact that he has
brought the country together at
a time where it could have easily fallen apart at the seams.
The election of the first
black president is a testament to
how far this country has come.
Throughout the past century,"we
have witnessed so many events
that have gotten us to where we
are today.
From King's famous "I Have
a Dream" speech in 1963, to
signing of the Voter Rights Act

our

.
LAPORSHA

LOWRY

country

has
taken
enormous
steps to make
the

mantra

"All men are
created equal"
ring true.

The economic crisis and the war in Iraq
are two of the most difficult
circumstances facing the new
president.
However, I feel America believes that Obama can somehow
fix ourproblems and is ready to
give him the benefit ofthe doubt.
Former President Bush picked a
great time to make his exit, but
Obama's entrance seems to be
right on time.
In this historic election, he

has been able to rise above almost insurmountable odds to
win over the American people,
not because of political rhetoric, but a sincere and honest
approach that has captivated an
entire generationand country as

Dream" speech that, has resonated within Obama's campaign.
He tied it into his speech during
the Inaugural concert by saying that we have to look within
ourselves to fix our problems
and that it is our responsibility
well.
to work together in order for
He can do the same thing things to improve.
with our country as long as we
We are at a crucial turning
support him and do our part to point in American history, and
help.
significance of the election of
The American people have the first black president just adds
seen themselves go from the to the extent ofchange that has
highest ofthe high to the lowest come but also that is needed.
of the low.
This is only the beginning
However, as Obama has for our country, and we have to
called for service and stated help President Obama to make
that we have to pick ourselves our country the best that it can
up, he will lead us to our own be and return it to the success of
potential as people and assist us the past.
in our comeback to American
Perhaps we can make it even
prosperity.
belter than before, and we have
"The fierce urgency of now" the perfect leader to guide us:
is a concept from the "I Have a President Barack Obama.

Controversial play reveals racism in GSO
The purpose was simple. The
task was obtainable; bestow a
message upon an audience that
was hungry for information and
entertainment.

The responses that would occur as a result ofthe decision to
direct this controversial play was
not

expected, especially during
this time of"change." After conducting various surveys on the
campus ofNorth Carolina A&T
on the murder ofEmmett Till, it
was revealed that a plethora of
college students were unaware
of the Emmett Till case and its
importance to the ignition ofthe
Civil Rights Movement and ultimately American history.
After some time of deep
thought and consultation, I decided that I had a responsibility, not only to the A&T Community, but to the Greensbord
and surrounding communities
as well, to put up a show that
would educate people on this

harsh topic.
"The Emmett
Till Story,"
is a play that
the
depicts
ruthless and
senseless
acts against a
young AfriKEVIN
can American
northern teen
who in 1955,

WILSON

traveled from his Chicago home

the deep, Mississippi Delta
unprepared for the unwritten
Jim Crow Laws of the South.
While in the South, he broke
what was considered one ofthe
harshest and most disrespectful laws ofthe time, addressing
white women publicly.
Throughout the play, Till
fears for his life and enters a
traumatic battle within himself
and his family to remain alive.
With a plethora of minding
blowing dances, dramatic actto

ing, and musical numbers, this
story is sure to take the audience through the emotionally
wrenching story of an innocent
young boy and the fears of his
unknown crime.
It seems that because ofthe
intense content ofthis production, many individuals in the
Greensboro community are reluctant ofits upbringing.
I, along with members of
my cast recently began receiving hate mail and threats from
unknown parties in our community.

One letter, which was placed
on the windshield of my car in
downtown Greensboro stated:
"Keep Civil Rights out of God's
Country NIGGER!!" These
types of notices were initially
quite frightening, but have now
motivated us to continue working proficiently at ensuring that
this production is made possible
so that students, professors,

and citizens of this community
will realize that the fight has
not ended, racism is still alive,
and things will not truly change
until we stand up and continue
pressing forward.
Threats, racial speeches, and
racial slurs that we receive in
2009 is all the more reason to
work harder on producing the
message, that racism is still
alive

Stories like Emmett Tilt's is
a harsh and unpleasant reminder
of the cruel stains that America's history has left on the fabric
of our society; these stains have
yet to be washed away; racism
lives and those who bear it's
ugliness live amongst us, young
and old.

We will continue to work
hard and strive for success in
telling this story despite much
hatred and opposition. The
show is projected to open in
March of 2009.

Black people, we have to do better
The portrayal of ignorance
resonating from my black brothers and sisters is both stifling
and unbearable, what happened
to the pride of the black com-

gin to broaden

outlook
a
adopting
view of "true
brotherhood"
between all
Muslims and

munity?

What happened to the unification of our people? In a time
when segregation is not forced
we divide ourselves, rifting over
petty and trifle matters such as
the side oftown in which we reside, the shade of our skin and
the colors we choose to wear on
our bodies.
Why is it that the message of
the leaders of old like Garvey,
Malcolm, and Martin died along

MARVIN

ELIJAH

people
Dr. Martin

Luther

King

Jr.'s
message is best

summed up in the following
quote from King: "The ultimate
weakness of violence is that it
is a descending spiral, begetting the very thing it seeks to
destroy. Instead of diminishing
with them?
evil, it multiplies it.
Marcus Garvey and the UniThrough violence you may
versal Negro Improvement Asmurder the liar, but you cannot
sociation (UNIA) preached a murder the lie, nor establish the
message of Black Nationalism truth. Through violence you
and began a "Back to Africa" murder the hater, but you do not
movement proclaiming "black murder hate. In fact, violence
is beautiful" long before the merely increases hate...Return1960s.
ing violence for violence mulHe and his organization cre- tiplies violence, adding deeper
ated many black owned and darkness to a night already devoid of stars' Darkness cannot
operated businesses including the "Negro World," a news drive out darkness; only light
publication, laundry mats, gro- can do that.
cery stores, and the Black Star
Hate cannot drive out hate;
Line, a shipping company used only love can do that."
to promote trade and carry pasWhy is it that our feeling of
sengers
overcoming turned to those of
Malcolm X, whose father, just getting over, living from
Earl Little, was at one time the check to check or doing nothing
leader of the Illinois chapter of so that we can receive a check
the UNIA, had a point of view from the government?
very similar to that of Garvey's.
What happened to my brothMalcolm X spoke a message ers and sisters taking pride in
of black separatism and social then- selves, their children, their
revolution. Not until after his communities and their homes?
pilgrimage to Mecca did he beGrowing up my mother and

father would tell me and my
brothers' tales of their childhood, discussing how they were
not only raised by their parents
but also by teachers, ministers,
neighbors and other family

against the destruction of our
people that enable the problem.
So how can we mobilize and
create change in a time when it
is needed? We must first confront the issues that plague us
members.
the most.
We need jobs so we must
Not to say that their parents
were not taking care of them, create businesses so that we
but in that time, so many people have employment for ourselves.
were involved in the lives of a We need education so we must
child. My mother would tell me make sure our schools and uniofhow she would get a spanking versities produce an environat school and then again when ment conducive to the nurturing
she got home possibly from of our children and goals.
both her mother and father.
God does not do for the man
Taking the time to not only who does not do for himself.
We need more fathers that
discipline a child but to also
teach them right from wrong provide a positive image for
is what I see as taking pride in their children.
both oneself and in one's chilWe need more male teachdren. It is not uncommon now ers that look like us that steer
to see young children who talk the minds of our black youth
back to adults and even their towards positive futures, who
parents with no repercussions. care and willnot let the children
I have found myself agitated give up on themselves.
from such situations to the point
With so much needed we
where I have been taking offmy must begin somewhere so let us
belt ready to discipline someone begin with our friends and famielse's child but I refrain because lies and with every changed life
the times have changed.
and mind we create more hope
Why do the churches not go for the future the leaders of old
into the communities to clean once spoke of.
them up? Is it not in the mission
Malcolm X said "Usually
of Christ to help the next man when people are sad, they don't
be better for himself and those do anything. They just cry over
around him?
their condition. But when they
What is it that has caused us get angry, they bring about a
to lose our way, our dignity, our change."
self esteem, our pride?
Hopefully some anger ignites
Many like to blame it on the in the pits ofyour bellies so that
white man but it is not he that you act, and in time we all may
see the peak ofthe mountaintop
poisons us with drugs and violence and hatred towards black Dr. King spoke of and we shall
people, it is we who do not act not get over but overcome.

Testimony: Life as a
student-athlete
All my life I have always
been involved in extra-curricular activities, but I never
was aware ofhow much time
it can consume until I got involved with the Lady Aggies
swimming team.
, I have completed three
years of swimming at A&T
and now I am finishing up
my fourth year, and I must
say that I am ecstatic that my
swimming career is almost
over. Why? Because I finally
know whatthe term sacrifice
means and feels like. I sacrificed sleep, being socially
active, not participating in
extra-curricular
activities
all for swimming. Having
a scholarship academically
and athletically entailed
some social sacrifices, because if I would of messed
up within the three years of
my college career in any of
those areas I might have not
been back at A&T. There
would be times that I wanted
to go participate in historical
events, like the inauguration
or hang out with friends but
I would either be too tired,
have morning practice, and
or had a swim meet.
I understand that there are
all type of students where
people work part-time, may
be a single parent, or whatever the case maybe. But,
an active life outside of the
classroom takes a lot out of
you, especially when you're
physically active. I know
of some athletes who are
moms, with great academics, or have jobs like myself
on top ofbeing an athlete, so
you can only imagine what a
typical day feels like for us.
For athletes days may start
at 5:30 a.m. and end at 9 p.m.
at night. Practice can be so
physically draining that you
would always find me asleep
in class. It would be 12 p.m.
and I would be feeling like
its 5 in the evening. I then
would hit my crash period
that lasts for about an hour.
Once I get over the "I'm
about to fall-out" hump I
can go on with the rest ofmy
day. Then when I'm finished
with my classes I would have
to go back to practice, and
right now, since I'm trying
to graduate on time my day
doesn't endthere. I would go
to my intern, work, or have
night classes right after that.
I would look at my clock and
its 10 o-clock. I've literally
been on my feet all day. It's
too late to do homework
around that time, and I don't
feel like cooking so I smash
my last box of cereal. Then
go straight to bed for about 5
hours maxand wake up to do
it all over again.
That's a life of an athlete

and situations
may vary deon
pending

who the peris and
don't forget
the life changing moments
that hits you
randomly
throughout
son

AASIYA

TOWNSELL

your college
career.
Now can you see why I call

this a sacrifice? An athlete barely has time for self, your constantly on the go.
So, to all my athletes at A&T
I commend you for making the
commitment and putting in the
effort throughout your college
career being on a Division I
team. If you're maintaining a
high GPA as well, then you are
truly prepared for the real world
because you didn't let sacrifices
ofbeing an athlete interfere with
your academics.
In the mist of all that I am
personally thankful for the lessons I have learned and the experiences I went through being
on the swim team. The person
that came from Cincinnati and
walked onto A&T's campus for
the first time is a totally different person today. Because of
swimming, I have matured tremendously.

I now know 'how to manage my time, work with different personalities, work through
my frustrations, not taking everything so personal, and most
importantly not giving up. I
also realize that it's very rare
that people change, especially,
older people. Change will come
around in people once you start
changing yourself or at least,
your atmosphere will change.
I also realized that there is a
whole other world out there outside of swimming, and that this
journey doesn't last forever so I
might as well enjoy this time I
have of being an Aggie swimmer and where my team shirt
with pride.
To all my fellow teammates I'm officially done Feb.
21. I personally feel that I did
my best in showing leadership
along with the other seniors and
upper classmen.
I also feel that if a problem
occurs in the pool or out side
the pool, if your not going to
do something about it to try and
solve it then there is no sense in
complaining about it. It's also
important to finish what you
started because all your hard
work will pay off in the end. Try
to keep a positive attitude and
remember, four more weeks!
I'm also going to miss all of
you, including my coaches and I
thank you for helping me grow
into the woman I am becoming.
If it wasn't for you, I wouldn't
be the person I am today.

The A&T
Register is your
chance
to be heard.
E-mail your
editorials to
register@ncat.
edu
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AGGIES
RUNDOWN

Taylor-James scores 1000th, Lady Aggies

MEN'S BASKETBALL

LAPORSHA LOWRY
Scene Editor

MEAC

TEAM
South Carolina State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
Hampton
Delaware State
Morgan State
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T

When Coach Patricia Cage-

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
@ Winston-Salem State
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Saturday, 4 p.m.
Wednseday
@ S.C. State
Orangeburg, S.C.
Monday, 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR

North Carolina A&T

Delaware State

Hampton
State

Morgan

3-2
3-2
Maryland-Eastern Shore 2-2

Florida A&M
Coppin State
Howard

but the Lady
Aggies had
overcome
15-point
deficit to win
the game and

blocked a shot and earned a
steal.
"I was just happy to be that
spark that the team needed and
be able to bring emotion to the
game. I got the chance to prove
my ability and I am just grateful for that," said Waddell.
Sams was able to overcome a

Bibbs revamped her team af2005-2006 season, she
preserve their
brought in three players among
undefeated reothers who were able to make
cord at home
an immediate impact on the
and in the difficult first half to finish with
program. Those three players, Taylor-James
MEAC.
10 points, four steals and no
Amber Bland, Ta'Wauna Cook
It
took
two
second-half
turnovers
" I
and Brittanie Taylor-James
are now all a part of an elite otherplayers, sophomore starter had to take that game into my
group in the Lady Aggie record Jaleesa Sams and junior reserve hands and showed my confibooks. They are the 9th, 10th, Shantar Waddell, to provide the dence that nobody could guard
and 11th players respectively Lady Aggies the spark that was me. I just knew my role and
in Lady Aggie history to reach needed to ignite the 2nd-half was able to pick up the slack."
Taylor-James came to A&T
1,000 points, and A&T is one comeback on Monday night.
were
able
to
as
a transfer from UC-Santa
They
pull
through
of only five women's programs
Barbara,
and was unable to
56and
defeat
Deleware
State
the
with
three
in
country
players who have or will likely have 51 in the battle of No. 1 versus play for the first few games of
the 2006-07 season because of
three players on the same team No. 2 in the MEAC.
In just 11 minutes of play, NCAA transfer rules. She did,
with 1,000 career points.
Brittanie Taylor-James is the Waddell scored eight points, however, make an immediate
went a perfect 3-for-3 from
impact off the bench, and soon
only one who was able to reach
the milestone in front of her the floor, hit two crucial free earned a starting spot and 2nd
home crowd on January 14th, throws, grabbed three rebounds, team All-MEAC after her first
ter the

Howard

Q

two seasons. In her senior season, she is the current leading

She has the distinct honor of
being the first Rookie of the

scorer in the MEAC with 18.5 Year in the program's history
points per game and earned her and was also named to the
first Player of the Week honor All-MEAC 2nd team after her
on January 12th. She stood at freshman and sophomore seathe free throw line on Monday son. On January 10th,Cook bewith 3:22 left in the first half, came the 10th player to record
needing only one point to reach 1,000 career points in a win
1,000, and knocked it down. against Morgan State in BaltiShe attributes her milestone to more, Md.
"I was excited about it beher continued in God and hard
work.
cause I didn't expect to get
"When I made the free throw, I there this soon, but it really felt
knew that it was a great accomgood. To have two more playplishment that I have worked ers now on my team to reach it
very hard to receive. I know too just goes to show that our
that with this team continuing hard work really pays off."
to give 150% and playing team
Amber Bland, a senior guard
ball, the sky is the limit for us, who transferred from Penn
not only in the MEAC, but be- State, has had one of the most

yond."
Ta'Wauna "Tweet" Cook, a

junior from Fayetteville, NC,
came to A&T and immediately
assumed the role of the Lady
Aggies' starting point guard.

remarkable careers in Lady
Aggie history. After sitting
out during the 2005-06 season
because of transfer rules, she
immediately became the go-to
player.

Bethune-Cookman
South Carolina State
Norfolk State
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
@ Winston-Salem State
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Saturday, 4 p.m.
Wednseday
@ S.C State
Orangeburg, S.C
Monday, 6 p.m.

AROUND
SPORTS
-

OBAMA

WASHINGTON (AP)
Muhammad
Ali and Magic Johnson had
prime seats at the Capitol

LeBron James watched from
a hotel room in Los Angeles
with his two sons. Across the
country, coaches rescheduled
practices, and even the Super
Bowl had to take a back seat
Tuesday to the inauguration of
Barack Obama

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL- A&T REGISTER
ALONZO LEE takes his place at the helm ofa struggling A&T Football program.

� From COACH on Page 1
"Lee has proven that he has

the ability to win as a head
coach," said athletic director
WheelerBrown.

SUPER BOWL
PITTSBURGH (AP) H ines Ward
needs extensive work to
rehabilitate his sprained right
knee for the Super Bowl, but
Pittsburgh Steelers coach
Mike Tomlin still expects the
wide receiver to play. Ward,
the Steelers' career receiving
leader, sprained a medial collateral ligament while making
a catch in the first quarter of
the AFC championship game
against Baltimore on Sunday
night. If the Steelers played
this week, he may not have
been ready.

—

He knows the conference,
what it will take to win in the
conference, and will bring the
needed toughness and discipline our football program
has lacked over the past few
years.
For 25 years, Lee has been
a working progress in the
MEAC.
He has coached a combined

four teams in the conference,
while attaining seven championships.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL-THE A&T REGISTER

CYCLING
ADELAIDE, Australia (AP) Riding in 103-degree heat and
in wind that felt like a blast
furnace, Lance Armstrong returned to professional cycling
and was a long way from his
champagne-sipping triumphs
in Paris. The seven-time Tour
de France champion finished
120th of 133 riders Tuesday
in the six-day Tour Down
Under, his first road stage in
three years.

—

MLB

—

Philadelphia
Phillies first baseman Ryan
Howard asked for $18 million
in salary arbitration Tuesday, the third-highest figure
submitted since the process
began in 1974. Philadelphia
offered $14 million to the
2006 NL MVP, a raise of $4
million. Howard hit 48 homers
and had 146 RBIs last year,
helping the Phillies win their
first World Series title since
1980.
NEW YORK (AP)

NFL
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Ron Meeks
has resigned after seven seasons as Indianapolis Colts defensive coordinator. The team
announced the move Tuesday,
eight days after coach Tony
Dungy retired. Dungy hired
Meeks in 2002.The Colts led
the NFL in scoring defense in
2007 but dropped to seventh
last season and were eliminated from the AFC playoffs in
the first round by San Diego.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AGGIE MEN Aggies lose at home to a struggling Hornets team. Delaware State University pulled off an impressive win here in Corbett Gymnasium

Aggies drop first game at
Corbett; 4 game road trip ahead
MALCOLMS.EUSTACHE
Managing Editor

On a cold Monday night, the
Aggies could not shoot themselves out of winter-like shooting percentages as they lost
their first game of the season
at Corbett Sports Center to the
Delaware State Hornets 78-64.
The men of blue-and-gold
shot under 40 percent for the
fourth stright game as they
shot a near freezing 36.5 percent from the field.
"I don't think it is how teams
are playing us," said Head
Coach Jerry Eaves. "When we
get opportunities off steals we

miss those layups. We're going
to have to find a way to make
the ball go in the basket. We're
going to have to become more
physical in the paint offensively and defensively."
Although the Aggies were

second half on fire with a 10-2
run before the Aggies battled
back. But the

Hornets were
relentless in
their attack.
"Things are

physical on the boards grabjust out of
bing a dominating 21 on the of- kilter right
fensive end, they had difficulty now,"
said
convertin those into points.
Eaves. "We
A&T was able to keep the just can't get
game within reason during the the ball to go
first half thanks to sloppy play into the basby the Hornets who committed ket."
The Aggies
14 turnovers. They also held
an advantage at the free-throw next home
line sinking 8 from the strike.
game is Feb.
Delaware State started off the

IAL
NC...I

7th vs. FAM.

tennis shoes and stuff on right
now because it starts during
the offseason."
Lee spent his collegiate
football career at Eastern Illinois, joining current Florida
A&M coach Joe Taylor in two
NCAA division II national

championship games, winning

one in 1997.
During his career he was
three-year captain and led the
team in tackles his senior season when he was selected as
an All American.

He received his degree in
Therapeutic recreation in
1982, two years before pursuing a career in coaching.
Despite his accomplishments

Two championships came on the field, Lee has been
during his tenure as the de- known to actively stay infensive leader (1997, 1998- volved in the community with
Hampton).
his former players.
During the 1998 season, Lee
"Alonzo brings a strong
was honored as the National sense of community involveAssistant coach of the year ment and academics at the
for NCAA Division I-AA, and collegiate level," said Brown.
three seasons later was hon"I have known him for many
ored by the All America Footyears and he is a man of integball Foundation as an Outrity.
standing Assistant Coach.
This was evident when he
"We have to build confidence started A&T's first football
in these guys'" said Lee about gospel choir in their chamobtaining his first head coach- pionship year that included
ing job. Confidence comes players performing for church
through mental toughness and groups and other community
hard work. Im ready to put my organizations in Greensboro.
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Dance Theater of Harlem honors MLK
CRYSTAL ETIENNE
Contributor

Shooting at
"Notorious"
premiere

700 people were evacuated and a man was shot in
the stomach during opening night of the movie at
the Four Season Station in
Greensboro Friday night.
-L.L

LAPORSHA LOWRY
Scene Editor

The Dance Theatre of Harlem is
performing Thursday at 7 p.m. at Harrison
Auditorium. Doors will open at 6 p.m. and
the admission is free. The performance is
open to the public.
The program is to commemorate the
King holiday and some of Thursday's
performances include The Joplin Dances,
Fragments, Firebird and New Bach.
During the last 40 years the DTH has
performed in over 202 cities in North
America and on six continents in 40

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

countries

In 2000 the DTH preformed Firebird
to sold-out houses in China. In 2002, the
DTH won the Manchester Evening news
award in Dance.
The DTH is a leading arts center that

PHOTO BY DISC0VERBLACKHERITAGE.COM

provides classical training in ballet and the THE DANCE THEATER OF HARLEM will be performing an MLK tribute in Harrison Auditorium on Thursday.
allied arts to young people from diverse
backgrounds. The school is accredited New York. Mitchell is known around the most influential ballet teachers ofhis time.
by the National Association of Schools world as an accomplished artistic director, In addition to teaching ballet Shook was a
of Dance.The DTH was founded in 1969 smart educator, talented dancer and creative writer and choreographer.
Snook's choreography can be seen in
by Arthur Mitchell and co-founded by his choreographer.
was the first African-American male the stage production of "Don Quixote
He
and
mentor
Karel
Shook.
teacher
After the assassination of the Rev. Dr. to become a permanent member of the and "Le Corsair" at the Dance Theatre of
Harlem.
Martin Luther King, Mitchell was inspired New York City Ballet.
Shook
is
known
as
the
internationally
to give back to the children from Harlem,
The life and career of rap legend
Notorious B.I.G. has hit the big screen
and the movie shows a deeper insight
into his personal life.
Jamal Woolard does an impressive
job as the late rapper, bringing across
the charm and charisma that Christopher

Wallace had. The movie, produced in part
by his mother, Voletta, (played by Angela
Bassett) does a great job in showing us
a different side of the larger than life
rapper. His relationships with women is
a big part of the movie, especially his
love triangle between Faith Evans and
Lil' Kim.

His friendship with Tupac at the
beginning ofhis career is also highlighted,
before the infamous East Coast-West
Coast war proved fatal for each rapper.
The movie is truly a must-see, not
just for hip-hop fans but for everyone.
Also, his own son, CJ, is in the movie
portraying his father as a child.

1- Where were you when President Obama was inaugurated? 2, How long will it be before we hear the remix to "Hail to the
Chief"? X Will there be a dance that goes with it? 4, Isn't it ironic that someone got shot at the movie while they were going to
see the movie about someone who got shot? 5. Why do people hold grudges forever? 6, Isn't it kinda stressful making yourself
angry over something that happened three semesters ago? ?. Was itreally that serious? 8. Have you been practicing that mug in
the mirror? 9. Doesn't it feel better to smile? 10. Can a face really get stuck with a frown? 11. When is a good age to stop fighting? 12, Why does the school spend money on making a step in front of the cafe but but not on putting central air in the dorms?
What happened to the TV in the sit in? 14 Didn't former President Bush look relieved to be getting out of office? 15. How
funny was it that people were waving goodbye to Bush with such enthusiasm? Ik, How good does it sound to hear "President
Obama"?!?* Do you have a new outlook on Lil' Kim after seeing "Notorious"? 18. Did she deserve to get treated that way by Biggie? 19, Who picked that lady to be the poet at Inauguration? 20, Shouldn't she have come a little harder than that?

INKHEART opens in
theaters on Friday. This movie
tells the story of Mo Folchart
( Brendan Fraser) who has an
extraordinary giftfor bringing characters from books to
life - L.L

CHRIS ROCK: KILL THE
MESSENGER, in stores now,
is the HBO special that was
edited from three tour performances: London, Johannesburg, and New York - L.L

